STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
MAUI COLLEGE

Position Organization Chart
Chart 3-A1

Permanent 17.00
General Fund 17.00
Grand Total 17.00

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

GENERAL EDUCATION

HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT

Chairperson (Appointed)

83206 Faculty History A J1
83377 Faculty History A J1
82408 Faculty Speech A J1
84367 Faculty Hawaiian Studies A J1
84482 Faculty Speech A J1
82666 Faculty Drama A J1
74849 Faculty Art A J1
82798 Faculty History A J1
74773 Faculty Hawaiian Studies A J1
74761 Faculty Music A J1
84214 Faculty Art A J1
82958 Faculty Japanese A J1
82636 Faculty Spanish A J1
84312 Faculty Hawaiian Studies A J1
74772 Faculty Hawaiian Studies A J1
900384 Office Assistant IV, SR10 A J1
83613 Faculty Music A J1
STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
MAUI COLLEGE
Position Organization Chart
Chart 3-A3

Permalink 8.00
General Fund 8.00
Grand Total 8.00
STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
MAUI COLLEGE

Position Organization Chart
Chart 3-B3

Permanent: 5.00
General Fund: 5.00
Grand Total: 5.00